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Abstract

Grid enabled portals are becoming increasingly popular as a platform for providing access to Grid services
and resources. Unfortunately, much of the work done in portal development has led to vertically layered
solutions that work for a particular project but are difficult to extend or reuse for other projects. The Grid-
Sphere portal framework seeks to address these limitations by providing a framework that will offer external
developers a model for easily adding new functionality and hence increasing community collaboration. The
GridLab portal will serve as an initial prototype to showcase the GridSphere framework and provide access
to services being developed within the GridLab project.

1 Introduction

In the last couple of years, Grid enabled portals
have become increasingly popular as a platform to
provide application scientists access to Grid ser-
vices and resources. The difficulty with bridging
the gap between currently deployed Grid services
and the would-be user community has been largely
due to the unfriendly nature of much of the Grid
software available today. Web based portal envi-
ronments have sought to provide easy to use inter-
faces by relying on technology that reaches out to
the lowest common denominator. The holy grail
of Grid usability is to provide on-demand services
and make access to computational resources as easy
as it is to buy books from Amazon.com. In trying
to build support for the Grid user community, the
authors have developed and describe a new portal
framework, GridSphere, based on the many previ-
ous lessons and best practices learned from passed
notable Grid portal projects such as the Grid Por-
tal Development Kit (GPDK) and the Astrophysics
Scientific Collaboratory (ASC) portal.

The Grid Portal Development Kit garnered a lot
of attention from the Grid community as an attempt
to provide a collection of reusable components for
accessing Globus based Grid services. GPDK pro-
vided a functional template portal that could be
extended and enhanced by users which offered file
staging and job submission, and monitoring capabil-
ities. A core part of the design philosophy of GPDK
was the separation of logic from presentation mak-
ing it easier to develop new functionality that could
plug into the existing framework by following a pre-
scribed recipe. From the GPDK project came many

lessons about building a framework and developing
reusable components. Ultimately, while the GPDK
template/demo portal could be enhanced to create
a project specific portal, users had to become famil-
iar with the source code in order to add the features
they needed. Another major limitation was the lack
of any reusability in the presentation layer. Devel-
opers would need to handcraft customized presen-
tation pages to re-use the GPDK services provided
to create a new portal instance.

The ASC Portal project was aimed at providing a
web portal for the computational astrophysics com-
munity that would allow them to compile and exe-
cute simulation applications on large scale compu-
tational resources. The ASC Portal had a similar
design to GPDK, but was ultimately specialized in
its functionality and services to suit the needs of a
particular user community. However, the ASC Por-
tal offered a wealth of lessons on trying to create a
production portal environment that would attract
more application scientists to using the portal in-
stead of the conventional form of logging on to com-
putational resources and running their simulations
from the command-line. In both the GPDK and
the ASC Portal, an emphasis was placed on provid-
ing value-added capabilities that would encourage
users to perform their work via the portal. As an
example, the portal could track and monitor jobs on
behalf of users or store inoput data that had been
used for previous simulations. The portal provided
a virtual desktop that sought to simplify the day to
day operations being performed by computational
scientists. In doing this, the ASC Portal devoted
considerable attention to the needs and usage pat-
terns of its users. Attempts were made to provide



easy to use, yet flexible web interfaces that met the
demands of the scientists. Another lesson learned in
putting the portal into productuon use is that the
portal is only as good as the services that it uses.
In deploying a production portal, one of the great-
est diffuclties is managing the underlying, quickly
changing, Grid software libraries that are used by
Grid portals and software version compatibilities.
As an example, both the GPDK and ASC portals
required a user to obtain a valid credential during
the login process. If the credential repository was
upgraded, users were often unable to login to the
portal resulting in user frustration.

2 The GridLab Project

The GridLab project funded by the EU has recog-
nized the need for higher level computing environ-
ments to entice application scientists in using the
Grid. The goal of the GridLab project is to enable
Grid application development by supporting higher
level libraries and services and the deployment of a
Grid testbed encompassing resources from ten insti-
tutes around Europe. The authors have teamed up
to work together with the GridLab project in devel-
oping a new portal framework that will support the
GridLab community primarily, yet be extensible to
support the needs of other Grid and even non-Grid
user communities. GridSphere, the Java based por-
tal framework being developed to support the Grid-
Lab portal, will provide scientific researchers with
a single point of entry from which they can gain
easy access to the broad array of Grid services de-
veloped by the other work packages in the GridLab
project. Users will be provided with a friendly and
easy to use interface by allowing them to interact
with these services through standard means such as
a web-browser or even a PDA or other mobile de-
vice. The hourglass model depicting the role of the
GridLab portal as a gateway between end-users and
GridLab service providers is shown below:

The design of the GridLab portal, based upon the
GridSphere portal framework, will allow for maxi-
mum modularity and flexibility to support the many
different needs and requirements of both the Grid-
Lab portal users, typically computational scientists
and the GridLab service providers. Indeed Grid-
Sphere is designed to be modular enough to also
support the needs of a much wider community out-
side of GridLab. The scientists require an easy
to use, efficient and value-laden set of interfaces

Figure 1: Shows how the portal acts as an inter-
mediary between users of Grid Resources and the
resources themselves.

for interacting with the Grid to make their work
more productive. The GridSphere architecture out-
lines both a general portal framework used to as-
sist virtual organizations comprised of scientists and
project developers as well as an architecture for the
development of reusable, modular components that
serve to access the services being developed within
the GridLab project. These components, called
Portlets, and the overall portal architecture are de-
scribed in more detail in the following sections.

3 GridSphere Framework Overview

As learned from the previous portal development
projects, the time and effort involved in build-
ing a robust portal environment from scratch is
prohibitively high. Sadly enough, many research
groups around the world have been building ”stove-
pipe” portal solutions from the ground up with very
little emphasis on reusability and extensibility. Ap-
plication frameworks are desiged to address this
limitation by providing a ”semi-complete” domain-
specific application that can be specialized to pro-
duce custom applications[2]. Frameworks, however,
are not a silver bullet; they must be well designed,



tested and provide useful, comprehensive documen-
tation in order to gain widespread success and adop-
tion. Design patterns[1] are also an important as-
pect of component based frameworks and offer solu-
tions to commonly recurring software development
problems. Patterns and frameworks integrated to-
gether both facilitate reuse by capturing successful
software development strategies. The GridSphere
Portal framework makes use of many commonly un-
derstood design patterns and can therefore be un-
derstood and improved upon by other portal frame-
work developers. The goal of the GridSphere frame-
work is to make the development of new portal in-
terfaces and offer new functionality as easy as pos-
sible. It is envisioned that users of GridSphere can
simply download and install the code, and easily
develop new functionality after reading the User’s
guide which offers a recipe for developers to fol-
low. The GridSphere framework is an example of
a white-box framework. Whitebox frameworks rely
heavily on OO language features like inheritance
and dynamic binding to achieve extensibilty. Ex-
isting functionality is reused and extended by (1)
inheriting from framework base classes and (2) over-
riding pre-defined hook methods.[3]. The difficulty
with white-box frameworks is that developers are
required to have some knowledge of base framework
classes. In the case of GridSphere, however, the
core framework classes that framework users must
have knowledge of are not internal GridSphere spe-
cific components, but a community supported API,
called the Portlet API.

3.1 The Portlet API

Portlets [18] have become an increasingly popular
concept used to describe visual user interfaces to a
content or service provider. From a technical per-
spective, portlets represent modular, reusable soft-
ware components that may be developed indepen-
dently of the general portal architecture and offers a
specific set of operations. For instance, portlets may
provide users with an updated list of stock quotes
or content from a news feed. Within the GridLab
portal framework, portlets offer atomic functional-
ity such as a job submission component or a re-
mote file browser interface. In a web browser or
PDA, portlets can be aggregated together supply-
ing the user with easy and efficient access to mul-
tiple sources of content, services and applications.
A portal user may be able to add (subscribe) or re-
move portlets from their personalized portal page

depending on their needs. The potlet model frees
the portlet developer from worrying about presen-
tation layout of portlets and web page composition
and to focus solely on providing functionality and
a usable interface. Currently, The Portlet API has
received widespread adoption in a number of vendor
specific application server products including IBM’s
WebSphere, Oracle’s PortalServer, and Sun iPlanet
Server. Because of the importance of portlets to
the industrial community, the Portlet API is in the
process of being reviewed within the Java Commu-
nity Process (JCP) and a Java Specification Request
(JSR)[19] is currently in the process of being stan-
dardized.

Currently, the Jakarta Jetspeed project[12] pro-
vides an implementation of the evolving portlet API
and a complete portal framework based upon an-
other Jakarta project, Turbine[13]. Believing that
the Jetspeed/Turbine framework would suit most of
the GridLab portal requirements, an evaluation[22]
was made. Unfortunately, it was determined that
Jetspeed did not provide a suitable development
platform in its current state and the dependen-
cies upon existing large over-extended software was
too high. In the evaluation, a comparison was
made to a commercial portlet implementation of-
fered by IBM’s WebSphere Portal Server. While
we lacked the time and money to evaluate Web-
Sphere software, the WebSphere Portlet Develop-
ment Guide[20] offers a very solid description of the
portlet API that comes bundled with WebSphere
and appears far more functional than the constanty
evolving portlet API specified in Jetspeed. In fact,
the WebSphere Portlet API was actually based upon
Jetspeed in version 2.1 and inherited from many of
the core classes. WebSphere Portal version 4+ ap-
pears to be a refactoring of the portlet API to reduce
the dependance on Jetspeed and offer a more coher-
ent model for describing portlets. Because the Port-
let API implementation offered in WebSphere is not
open-source, it would be impossible to modify the
internal libraries to suit the needs of the GridLab
project. In addition, the software is prohibitively
expensive thereby denying other academic research
groups the ability to use our software components.
The GridSphere Portlet API is based loosely on the
portlet interfaces provided by the WebSphere Port-
let API and is designed to offer only the base func-
tionality required to implement the portlet concept
in practice. The GridSphere Portlet API will con-
form to the standardized API when it is ratified by
the JCP.



3.2 Portlet Design

In standard Java based web application develop-
ment, Servlets are developed that function as server-
side components responsible for processing browser
requests. In the GridSphere Portlet API, portlets
inherit much of their functionality from servlets in-
cluding existing lifecycle methods, such as init,
service and destroy as well as providing additonal
lifecycle methods that can be implemented by port-
let developers.

Initially when the portal is started, the portlets
are all initialized and the service method is in-
voked for every client request until the portal
is shutdown at which point the portlets are all
destroy’ed to allow portlets to perform any shut-
down operations.

One of the core concepts associated with portlets
is the notion of portlet modes. As described earlier,
a portlet is essentially a window, or mini-application
running within the portlet container. Portlets may
be displayed in the following four modes:

• View - this is the normal mode of operation for
a Portlet

• Edit - allows the Portlet to be customized by
the user

• Configure - allows the Portlet to be configured
by a portal administrator

• Help - displays help information to provide ad-
ditional information on a Portlet

The portlet service method is responsible for
invoking the proper doView, doConfigure, or
doEdit method based on the portlet mode dic-
tated by the set of icons on the portlet’s ti-
tle bar. One of the most important design re-
quirements when developing new portal function-
ality is the separation of presentation from logic
which the portlet API does quite nicely. While
the doXXX lifecycle methods are responsible for
presentation, portlet events are handled by ei-
ther the actionPerformed, messageReceived, or
window{Minimized, Maximized, Resized} meth-
ods. It is up to the portlet developer to override
these methods to provide functionality to handle the
following kinds of portlet events:

• Actions events - General portlet events such as
form submission, etc.

• Window events - Triggered when the window
state of the portlet changes

• Message events - Triggered when a portlet
sends a message to another portlet

3.3 Core Portlet Interfaces

Just as portlets themselves inherit functional-
ity from the Servlet API[10], the Portlet API
also specifies decorator classes that wrap most
of the standard Servlet interfaces to provide a
more portlet-centric view of the portal. For in-
stance, the PortletRequest object inherits from
HttpServletRequest and provides additional func-
tionality and an API for dealing with portlet ses-
sions, modes, users and clients (a client defines
the client platform used for accessing the por-
tal). The key additions to the PortletRequest
interface are the getUser method which simply
returns the User object associated with this re-
quest, the getData method which returns the user-
specific persistent data for the active portlet and
the getMode and getWindow methods which return
the current portlet mode and window state of the
active portlet. Similarly, PortletResponse and
PortletSession subclass HttpServletResponse
and HttpSession to provide portlet specific func-
tionality for generating responses and handling ses-
sions. PortletConfig and PortletContext inherit
from ServletConfig and ServletContext respec-
tively and provide methods for obtaining portlet
container information, portlet configuration infor-
mation, and obtaining instances of portlet services
which will be described in more detail later. The
PortletSettings object, obtainable from the Portle-
tRequest, provides dynamic portlet customization
information and can be modified by authorized
users, thus dynamically modifying a portlets con-
figuration information.

3.4 Portlet Packaging and Deployment

In addition to reusing functionality provided by the
Servlet API, portlets are packaged as Web ARchives
(WAR) files just as servlets are as defined in the Sun
Java 2.3 Specification[10]. By reusing the servlet
packaging model, portlets can be developed and



packaged cleanly to facilitate easy sharing and de-
ployment of portlets between portal providers. A
portlet web application consists of portlet source
code, presentation pages including static HTML, or
Java Server Pages (JSP) and a portlet deployment
descriptor which defines a portlets capabilities and
configuration parameters in XML format. The fol-
lowing list itemizes the parameters that a portlet
descriptor may define:

• Supported portlet modes

• Allowed window states

• Initialization parameters in the form of key
value pairs

• Portlet localization and descriptive information
including title

• Accessibility information including which users
can have access to a portlet

4 Portlet Services Framework

The portlet services framework defines an architec-
ture for the development of portlet services that
provide functionality to portlets. Portlet services
are designed to individuate the functions provided
by portlets from the services with which they need
to interact with. In GridSphere, services are used
to manage everything from layout preferences, user
profiles, user access control, security credentials and
Grid services.

4.1 Portlet Services API

We borrow from the IBM WebSphere service inter-
face to build a services architecture that we believe
will allow for future integration with a standard-
ized Portlet API. In the current model, a portlet
service is created from a PortletServiceFactory.
A PortletService defines a blank interface that
is enhanced by the PortletServiceProvider in-
terface which defines a lifecycle consisting of init
and destroy methods used when the service
is initialized and shutdown. A portlet service
configuration file is used to provide class infor-
mation and initialization parameters that is ac-
cessed via the PortletServiceConfig object. The

PortletServiceFactory is also responsible for ini-
tializing and destroying services. Like the portlet
descriptor, the portlet services descriptor is also ex-
pressed as an XML file. An example entry is shown
below:

Figure 2: Example Portlet Service Descriptor

The GridSphere portlet service framework
has also been augmented to provide support
for user services. Under this model, ser-
vices can be developed that perform method-
level access control checks. As an exam-
ple of its usage, the UserManagerService
has a method deleteAccount(). Because
the UserManagerService is a user service,
the PortletServiceFactory will return a
UserManagerService appropriate for the passed
in User object, such that only a ”super-user” can
invoke this method and for other types of users, the
method would throw an AccessDeniedException.

4.2 Core Services

The primary core services are the
LoginService, the UserManagerService and
the AccessControlManagerService. The
LoginService is used by the GridSphere framework
and is not really exposed or useful to portlet devel-
opers. The UserManagerService provides methods
for the creation, querying and deletion of users
and groups. The AccessControlManagerService
provides methods for managing users’ roles and
assigning/revoking user to/from groups. Access
control is not only a core service but used internally
by the framework. For instance, when a user service
is instantiated the AccessControlManagerService
is also used to determine which methods the user
can successfully invoke in the user service. Our
notion of access control is based upon the Role
Based Access Control (RBAC) model[14] in which
users can belong to one ore more groups. Within
a group a user is assigned a role. A generalized
RBAC model would allow users to have multiple or



even new roles within a group, but for now we have
chosen to limit the number of roles to the following:

• Guest - a portal user that has not logged into
the portal

• User - a standard user can access portlets but
may have restricted access to particular func-
tionality

• Administrator - a user that is a manager of
a particular group. Administartors can grant
users access to a group

• Super - the super user can do everything
from approving new user account requests to
adding/deleting groups

5 GridSphere Portlets

The GridSphere framework provides a core set of
portlets that offer the basic functiuonality required
for the portal to be usable. Essentially the only
portlet required at initialization time is the Port-
let Manager Portlet. The manager portlet allows
packaged portlets to be deployed, removed and in-
stalled ”on the fly” from the portal itself by autho-
rized users.

The following list itemizes the core set of portlets
provided by default:

• Login - Allows users to login based on a name
and password

• Logout - Logs a user out of the portal

• Account Request - Provides interface for a new
portal user to request an account and option-
ally choose groups to join

• Account Management - Provides the Super user
and Admin users the ability to assign/revoke
users roles

• User Management - Provides the Super user the
ability to approve/deny account requests, and
Admin users the ability to approve/deny group
requests

• Portlet Subscription - Provides the ability for
users to add and remove portlets from their
workspace

5.1 OGSA and Grid Services

While Grid services are not necessary for the proper
functioning of the framework or the core portlets,
many advanced portlets which wish to offer some
Grid functionality will make use of Grid services as
represented under the outlined services framework.
These services will not only provide access to ex-
isting Grid middleware such as Globus gatekeepers,
GridFTP services and MDS information services,
but will also provide access to the GridLab devel-
oped services which are designed to be higher level
than the existing Grid fabric layer. The GridLab
services include resource brokers, monitoring and
data management services to name a few. These
services will use the respective GridLab client APIs
as well as the Java CoG[15] and the Open Grid Ser-
vices Architecture (OGSA)[23] to provide access to
Globus based Grid services.

Integration of GridSphere and OGSA has just be-
gun and already portlets have been developed that
can use OGSA clients to connect to OGSA services
hosted elsewhere as described in the IBM develop-
erWorks articles[9]. Even more interesting for fu-
ture development is the planned integration of Grid-
Sphere portal framework and OGSA services. Un-
der this model, the portal will also act as a container
for OGSA services that can be accessed either via
the portal itself or other clients. By building off
the notion of portlet services discussed earlier we
hope to make these portlet services OGSA com-
pliant by providing a wrapper around the portlet
services to make them accessible via OGSA clients.
For instance, the current LoginService which is a
portlet service could benefit from being exposed as
an OGSA service to allow portal interactivity from
other clients beyond a user’s web browser, such as
a PDA or other mobile device.

6 Conclusion

The GridSphere Portal Framework is evolving to
support a wide variety of applications that can be
easily plugged into the portal by adopting the Port-
let API. The GridSphere framework offers many
value-added features such as a Services framework
and core portlets that make it easy for new port-
let developers to immediately provide portlet inter-
faces that can be easily deployed to the portal. Core
portlets are provided that manage users, access con-



trol and portlet subscription. In addition, manager
portlets provide the capabilities to dynamically in-
stall and remove portlets without having to shut-
down the application server.
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8 Availability

The GridSphere portal framework has been released
under an open-source software license and is avail-
able from the project web site at:

http://www.gridsphere.org
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